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前  言 
 

2021 年 7 月，依托北京城市气象研究院行业信息监测

与分析系统，北京气象学会与支撑单位北京城市气象研究

院联合制作了《城市气象科技信息监测简报》，定期为会员

提供科技信息服务。简报每月一期，每期分为文献和咨询

两类。 

目前，学会主要依据城市气象领域的关键词搜索信息，

并形成每月简报。欢迎各位会员向我们提供相关科技领域

信息及其搜索关键词，不断扩充简报的专业领域范围，丰

富简报的内容，以更好地满足广大会员朋友们对快速更新

科技信息的需求。 

同时，热诚欢迎广大会员对简报的科技信息内容、展

现形式、阅读体验和收获感悟等提出建议和点评。编辑团

队将遴选出优秀建议和点评内容刊载在简报上。 

2020 年 12 月，学会换届成立了第 21 届理事会，现拥

有 52 家理事单位和 947 名会员。我们希望借助此简报，为

广大会员朋友们提供高质高效的科技信息服务，同时在大

家的支持和帮助下，我们共同将简报建设成为会员交流的

友好平台。  
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❖报告概述
 

✧监测周期：
 

2021年 10月 01日 - 2021年 10月 31 日
 

✧监测主题：
 

专题研究——城市边界层、城市气象精细预报、城市气候与生态；
 

❖专题研究
 

✧城市边界层
 

本监测周期内，文献信息共更新 21 条：
 

Contribution of on-road transportation to PM2.5
 

摘要：Fine particulate matter (PM2.5) mainly originates from combustion 

emissions. On-road transportation is considered one of the primary sources of PM2.5 

emission. The relationship between on-road transportation and PM2.5 concentration 

varies temporally and spatially, and the estimation for this variation is important for 

policymaking. Here, we reveal the quantitative association of PM2.5 concentration 

with on-road transportation by the spatial panel Durbin model and the geographical 

and temporal weighted regression. We find that 6.17 billion kilometres (km) per km2 

on-road transportation increase is associated with a 1-g/m3 county-level PM2.5 

concentration increase in the contiguous United States. On-road transportation 

marginally contributes to PM2.5, only 1.09% on average. Approximately 3605 

premature deaths are attributed to PM2.5 from on-road transportation in 2010, and 

about a total of 50,223 premature deaths ascribe to PM2.5 taking 6.49% from 2003 to 

2016. Our findings shed light on the necessity of the county-level policies considering 

the temporal and spatial variability of the relationship to further mitigate PM2.5 from 

on-road transportation.
 

来源：Nature
 

发布时间：2021-10-29
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-00862-x
 

Varying partitioning of surface turbulent fluxes regulates temperature-humidity 

dissimilarity in the convective atmospheric boundary layer
 

摘要：Experimental evidence shows that temperature-humidity (q) similarity in 

the atmospheric surface layer (ASL) is reduced as Bowen ratio () increases over land. 

However, underlying physical mechanisms remain not well understood. With large-
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eddy simulations, q dissimilarity is investigated in the steady-state, convective 

boundary layer (CBL) over homogeneous landscape with varying . As increases from 

0.4, the entrainment ratio for slightly decreases but that for q largely increases. As a 

result, local production of humidity variance is substantially enhanced in the upper 

CBL and transported to the lower CBL by vigorous large eddies, contributing 

significantly to nonlocal fraction. However, the increased temperature variance in the 

ASL associated with strong heat flux is larger than that transported from the upper 

CBL. Such asymmetry in vertical diffusion induced by varying partitioning of surface 

fluxes strongly regulates ?q dissimilarity in the CBL even under perfect conditions 

valid for Monin-Obukhov similarity theory.
 

来源：JGR 期刊
 

发布时间：2021-10-27
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021GL095836
 

The “ideal” spectrograph for atmospheric observations
 

摘要：Spectroscopy of scattered sunlight in the near-UV to near-IR spectral 

ranges has proven to be an extremely useful tool for the analysis of atmospheric trace 

gas distributions. A central parameter for the achievable sensitivity and spatial 

resolution of spectroscopic instruments is the étendue (product of aperture angle and 

entrance area) of the spectrograph, which is at the heart of the instrument. The 

étendue of an instrument can be enhanced by (1) upscaling all instrument dimensions 

or (2) by changing the instrument F number, (3) by increasing the entrance area, or (4) 

by operating many instruments (of identical design) in parallel. The étendue can be 

enhanced by (in principle) arbitrary factors by options (1) and (4); the effect of 

options (2) and (3) is limited.We present some new ideas and considerations of how 

instruments for the spectroscopic determination of atmospheric gases could be 

optimized using new possibilities in spectrograph design and manufacturing. 

Particular emphasis is on arrays of massively parallel instruments for observations 

using scattered sunlight. Such arrays can reduce size and weight of instruments by 

orders of magnitude while preserving spectral resolution and light throughput. We 

also discuss the optimal size of individual spectrographs in a spectrograph array and 

give examples of spectrograph systems for use on a (low Earth orbit) satellite, 

including one with sub-kilometre ground pixel size.
 

来源：AMT
 

发布时间：2021-10-26
 

数据类型：期刊
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https://amt.copernicus.org/articles/14/6867/2021/
 

An investigation of the impact of different turbulence schemes on the tropical 

cyclone boundary layer at turbulent gray-zone resolution
 

摘要：Accurately resolving turbulence in the tropical-cyclone boundary layer 

(TCBL) is crucial for realistic simulations of tropical cyclones (TCs), but how well 

the fine-scale structure of the simulated TCBL can be reproduced at gray-zone 

resolutions by state-of-the-art planetary boundary layer (PBL) parameterization 

schemes, and why the simulated fine-scale structure is so sensitive to the PBL scheme, 

are yet to be evaluated and understood. To address these issues, a series of numerical 

experiments under idealized conditions were conducted using the advanced research 

weather research and forecasting (WRF-ARW) model at 500 m and 166 m grid 

spacing. An 18-h WRF-ARW large-eddy simulation (LES) with a 55-m grid spacing 

based on the nonlinear backscatter and anisotropy subfilter-scale (NBA-SFS) stress 

scheme was used as reference (RLES). Results from experiments using five different 

PBL schemes, i.e., two conventional schemes—the Yonsei University (YSU) and the 

original MYNN (termed MYNN1)—two scale-aware schemes—the Shin-Hong (S-H) 

and the revised MYNN (termed MYNN2)—and the coarse-resolution LES (CLES), 

were subsequently compared with the RLES. The YSU and S-H not only produced 

better simulations of TC intensity and structure than the other three PBL schemes, but 

also produced a fine-scale turbulent structure reasonably well compared with the 

RLES. Discrepancies in the simulated fine-scale structure among the PBL schemes 

result primarily from the different strength of vertical mixing, which could be reduced 

by the scale-aware option. Results from a series of sensitivity experiments with a 166-

m grid spacing demonstrate that the scale-aware S-H can significantly improve the 

finer resolution simulations than the conventional YSU at relatively finer grid spacing 

at gray zone.
 

来源：JGR 期刊
 

发布时间：2021-10-26
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021JD035327
 

Storm-scale and fine-scale boundary layer structures of tropical cyclones 

simulated with the WRF-LES framework
 

摘要：Previous studies demonstrated that the tropical cyclone (TC) boundary 

layer (TCBL) contains small-scale coherent structures, such as roll vortices and 

tornado-scale vortices (TSVs), and they play an important role in energy transport and 

TC intensity. However, little is known about how horizontal resolutions can affect 
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storm-scale and fine-scale structures in the TCBL with the grid spacing decreasing 

from the turbulent gray zone (100 m - 1 km) to the large-eddy scale (100 m). In this 

study, numerical experiments with the large eddy simulation (LES) technique are used 

to investigate the effect of the model horizontal resolution on the simulated TC-scale 

and fine-scale structures in the TCBL. The simulated TC tends to have a shallower 

boundary layer, a lower BL jet associated with stronger near-surface vertical wind 

shear in the TCBL when the grid spacing decreases from 333 m to 111 m or 37 m. 

When the grid spacing decreases to 111 m or 37 m, the fine-scale coherent structures 

and near-surface wind streaks associated with roll vortices and tornado-scale vortices 

can be simulated, and the characteristics of the simulated turbulent kinetic energy 

(TKE) in the TCBL are in good agreement with observational studies. With the grid 

spacing of 111 m and 37 m, no significant differences in TC intensity are found in 

terms of instantaneous maximum and azimuthal-mean maximum wind speeds. This 

study suggests that simulations with the horizontal grid spacing of 100 m or less can 

simulate the small coherent structures in the TCBL and their effect on TC intensity.
 

来源：JGR 期刊
 

发布时间：2021-10-25
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021JD035511
 

Responses of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer to a Low Latitude Mesoscale SST 

Front
 

摘要：The responses of the atmospheric boundary layer in low latitudes (20°N) 

to the forcing of an ocean-mesoscale sea surface temperature (SST) front are 

investigated under the conditions that the background wind intersects with the SST 

front (i.e., there are cross-frontal and along-frontal wind components) through ideal 

numerical experiments. The simulation results show that the responses of the 

atmospheric boundary layer are sensitive to the background wind speed and its 

direction relative to the SST front. The type of convergence and divergence of Ekman 

transport and that of the background wind, can be constructive or destructive, 

depending on the relative orientation of the background wind and the SST front. 

When the two kinds of convergence and divergence are constructive, they can cause 

strong convergence and divergence in the boundary layer near the SST front; further, 

the unbalanced state forced over the SST front will excite inertial gravity waves 

propagating into the free atmosphere. The vertical velocity excited in this case is 

much greater than that when there is only a cross-frontal background wind component 

with an equivalent magnitude. On the contrary, when the two kinds of convergence 
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and divergence are destructive, the resultants of convergence and divergence are 

reduced significantly, and the interaction between the boundary layer and the aloft 

atmosphere decays rapidly with height. The significance of the results obtained for the 

analysis of coastal precipitation are discussed. This article is protected by copyright. 

All rights reserved.
 

来源：QJ
 

发布时间：2021-10-22
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://rmets.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/qj.4197
 

Improving the representation of HONO chemistry in CMAQ and examining its 

impact on haze over China
 

摘要： We compare Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) model 

predictions with measured nitrous acid (HONO) concentrations in Beijing, China, for 

December?2015. The model with the existing HONO chemistry in CMAQ severely 

underestimates the observed HONO concentrations with a normalized mean bias 

of ?97?%. We revise the HONO chemistry in the model by implementing six 

additional heterogeneous reactions in the model: the reaction of nitrogen dioxide 

(NO2) on ground surfaces, the reaction of NO2 on aerosol surfaces, the reaction of 

NO2 on soot surfaces, the photolysis of aerosol nitrate, the nitric acid displacement 

reaction, and the hydrochloric acid displacement reaction. The model with the revised 

chemistry substantially increases HONO predictions and improves the comparison 

with observed datawith a normalized mean bias of ?5?%. The photolysis of HONO 

enhances daytime hydroxyl radical by almost a factor of 2. The enhanced hydroxyl 

radical concentrations compare favorably with observed data and produce additional 

sulfate via the reaction with sulfur dioxide, aerosol nitrate viathe reaction with 

nitrogen dioxide, and secondary organic aerosols via therea ctions with volatile 

organic compounds. The additional sulfate stemming from revised HONO chemistry 

improves the comparison with observed concentration; however, it does not close the 

gap between model predictionand the observation during polluted days.
 

来源：ACP
 

发布时间：2021-10-22
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://acp.copernicus.org/articles/21/15809/2021/
 

Characteristics and Scaling of the Stable Marine Internal Boundary Layer
 

摘要：The characteristics of a stable internal boundary layer (SIBL) offshore of 

Duck, North Carolina documented during CASPER-EAST have been examined using 
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surface layer-resolving large eddy simulations. Under the influence of steady offshore 

winds, a SIBL develops over the coastal waters with its depth growing with the 

offshore advection time (TA) as ～. The SIBL includes an internal equilibrium layer 

above the surface where the heat and momentum fluxes linearly decrease with height 

and a transition layer aloft. The offshore area can be partitioned into three distinct 

zones, namely, a near shore zone (NSZ, TATd/3), an intermediate offshore zone (IOZ, 

Td/3 TATd), and a far-offshore zone (FOZ, TATd), where Td is the vertically-

averaged turbulent dissipation time. The advection of turbulence from land plays a 

significant role in the momentum and scalar budgets over the NSZ. Consequently, the 

Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (MOST) becomes invalid, and local similarity 

theory (LST) is applicable only above the SIBL in the NSZ. In the IOZ, the advection 

of turbulence from land is less important but still non-negligible. As a result, while the 

dimensionless standard deviations of winds and potential temperature converge 

toward the MOST curves, the dimensionless gradients are smaller than their 

counterparts in the FOZ. In the FOZ, the advection from land becomes negligible, and 

MOST is applicable throughout the constant flux layer. Over the IOZ and the FOZ, 

LST works reasonably well within the SIBL.
 

来源：JGR 期刊
 

发布时间：2021-10-21
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021JD035510
 

 

Wind-Speed Controls on Scalar Gradients, Fluxes, and Cospectra in the Stable 

Boundary Layer
 

摘要：Vertical profiles of temperature, water vapour, and carbon dioxide 

densities are analyzed, together with the respective turbulent fluxes of these scalars 

during 9 nights when there was a consistent wind decay along the period, with a 

corresponding stable boundary layer regime transition from weak to very stable. The 

purpose is to understand whether the vertical gradients and fluxes of these scalars 

respond differently to the mean wind decay. A multi-resolution spectral decomposition 

is used to address how the patterns found depend on their temporal scale. Case studies 

show that only water vapour gradients and latent heat fluxes switch sign along the 

nights. The signs of sensible heat and fluxes on low-frequency scales oppose those on 

turbulent time scales, while the same does not always occur for latent heat. The 

covariance between fluctuations of temperature and those of both water vapour and 

are also analyzed, along with their spectral decompositions. Their role in the 

corresponding scalar flux budgets is evaluated by comparing two relevant terms in the 
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budget equations. It is found that the term related to the vertical gradient exceeds the 

one related to the temperature–scalar covariance for wind speeds above a threshold, 

which is larger for latent heat flux than for both sensible heat and fluxes. The 

implications of this result for flux parame trizations are addressed.
 

来源：Springer
 

发布时间：2021-10-19
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10546-021-00671-9
 

Grid Resolution Dependency of Land Surface Heterogeneity Effects on 

Boundary Layer Structure
 

摘要：Land surface heterogeneity exerts a strong control on atmospheric 

boundary-layer (ABL) evolution by spatially varying the distribution and partitioning 

of surface energy fluxes and triggering secondary circulations. The representation of 

this physical process in the numerical weather prediction (NWP) models are 

especially affected in the terra incognita as the model grid resolution approaches the 

length scale of the largest eddies in the boundary layer. We explore these effects for a 

mesoscale strip-like land surface inhomogeneity in land cover, soil moisture or a 

superposition of both embedded in an elsewhere homogeneous landscape. The study 

is conducted with the numerical weather prediction model ICON (ICOsahedral 

Nonhydrostatic), using the default operational level 2.5 Mellor-Yamada turbulence 

closure (MY) and a large-eddy simulation (LES) configuration as a benchmark. While 

simulations with the default ABL scheme approach the LES reference when refining 

the spatial grid towards finer resolution, the model generates artificial circulations 

leading to ABL height oscillations when the horizontal grid resolution ?x approaches 

the ABL height zi. The effect of these model-induced circulations on the state of the 

boundary-layer is even present with weak thermal heterogeneity H under low 

background wind speed (vx) but diminishes with increasing background wind speed. 

The tuning of the asymptotic turbulent mixing length scalel in the operational ABL 

scheme helps in reducing the amplitude of the oscillations, thereby reducing the 

artificially induced circulations due to thermal heterogeneity which might act as 

unintentional trigger for clouds and precipitation. Based on the tuned synthetic model 

data from sensitivity runs, we propose a new parameterization for a 2-D l as a 

function of H, zix and vx, which is otherwise held as a constant in the ABL scheme.
 

来源：QJ
 

发布时间：2021-10-19
 

数据类型：期刊
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https://rmets.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/qj.4196
 

Dry and Moist Atmospheric Circulation with Uniform Sea-Surface Temperature
 

摘要：The steady and transient response of 'dynamically' dry and moist 

atmospheres to uniform sea-surface temperature (SST) is studied using an aquaplanet 

general circulation model (GCM). Specifically, the latent heat (Lv) of water vapor is 

varied, so that for small Lv, water substance is essentially a passive tracer from a 

dynamical point of view. Despite the lack of SST gradients, Hadley and Ferrel cells in 

the same direction as that on present-day Earth are observed for relatively stronger 

moist coupling. Organized convergence by equatorial waves drives tropical 

overturning, and along with the equatorial deformation radius, the Hadley cell width 

increases with coupling strength. An abrupt switch to a much shallower tropical cell is 

noted when the system becomes completely passive. Moist static energy is transported 

equatorward in the tropics and a larger amount is directed poleward in the 

midlatitudes. As a whole, there is an almost invariant poleward transport of moist 

static energy for relatively strong coupling of water substance. Transient extratropical 

activity is seen in the form of intense warm-core vortices for strong coupling, and 

these systems become weaker and smaller as Lv decreases. The drift of these moist 

vortices results in the observed poleward energy transport in the midlatitudes. In the 

tropics, intraseasonal variability is dominant and systematically shifts to longer time 

periods with stronger coupling. In fact, large-scale, low-frequency Kelvin waves and 

MJO-like modes disappear as water vapor becomes passive in nature. Further, the 

direction of tropical overturning reverses as Lv decreases due to the off-equatorial 

convergence imposed by tropical Rossby waves. Finally, extreme rainfall events 

associated with cyclonic storms vanish as water vapor becomes dynamically inactive, 

however, moderate precipitation events increase leading to higher total precipitation 

for weaker coupling of water substance. Tropospheric heating due to a saturation of 

the outgoing longwave radiation results in an increase in the stability of the 

atmosphere for strong coupling, and provides a plausible physical mechanism for 

interpreting the behavior of precipitation.
 

来源：QJ
 

发布时间：2021-10-16
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://rmets.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/qj.4191
 

Competing effects of aerosol reductions and circulation changes for future 

improvements in Beijing haze
 

摘要：Despite local emission reductions, severe haze events remain a serious 
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issue in Beijing. Previous studies have suggested that both greenhouse gas increases 

and aerosol decreases are likely to increase the frequency of weather patterns 

conducive to haze events. However, the combined effect of atmospheric circulation 

changes and aerosol and precursor emission changes on Beijing haze remains unclear. 

We use the Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs) to explore the effects of aerosol 

and greenhouse gas emission changes on both haze weather and Beijing haze itself. 

We confirm that the occurrence of haze weather patterns is likely to increase in future 

under all SSPs and show that even though aerosol reductions play a small role, 

greenhouse gas increases are the main driver, especially during the second half of the 

21st century. However, the severity of the haze events decreases on decadal timescales 

by as much as 70?% by 2100. The main influence on the haze itself is the reductions 

in local aerosol emissions, which outweigh the effects of changes in atmospheric 

circulation patterns. This demonstrates that aerosol reductions are beneficial, despite 

their influence on the circulation.
 

来源：ACP
 

发布时间：2021-10-14
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://acp.copernicus.org/articles/21/15299/2021/
 

Baroclinicity in stable atmospheric boundary layers: Characterizing turbulence 

structures and collapsing wind profiles via reduced models and large-eddy 

simulations
 

摘要：Baroclinicity is a common while often overlooked phenomenon in the 

atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) that significantly impacts mean wind and 

turbulence structures. It adds another layer of complexity to the much-studied stable 

barotropic ABLs by modulating the pressure gradient in height. Despite the 

prevalence of baroclinic and stable conditions in nature, our knowledge of their 

interacting effects on stratified ABL features is limited. The paper aims to bridge this 

knowledge gap by systematically varying baroclinicity and stability using the large-

eddy simulation (LES) technique. The results of fifteen conducted LESs indicate that 

baroclinicity alters the Ekman spiral shape and the low-level jet's height in stable 

ABLs. Friction velocity, Obukhov length, shear production, and the ABL height are 

highly influenced by baroclinicity in weakly stable ABLs, whereas they converge to a 

constant asymptote as the stability increases independent of the baroclinicity regime. 

This is attributed to the strong turbulence destruction in very stable ABLs that 

decouples the surface from higher elevations where the baroclinicity effect is more 

significant. A reduced model for baroclinic wind profiles is developed and an 
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analytical estimation of that for weakly baroclinic regimes is tested against LES 

results. Two rescaling methods in the inner and outer layers of stable baroclinic ABLs 

are used in a novel way to non-dimensionalize the wind profiles. The suggested 

approaches reasonably collapse baroclinic/barotropic stable wind profiles in all 

considered LES cases. This study's findings elucidate the underlying physics of 

baroclinic stable ABLs and are useful for characterizing the wind profiles in 

weather/climate models, field measurements, and various industrial applications. This 

article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
 

来源：QJ
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https://rmets.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/qj.4193
 

Secondary Inorganic Ions Characteristics in PM2.5 along Offshore and Coastal 

Areas of the Megacity Shanghai
 

摘要：Secondary inorganic ions are important constituents of PM2.5 that play 

an important role in global climate change through direct and indirect radiative 

forcing. To investigate the influence of ship emissions on coastal cities, we launched a 

cruise ship campaign offshore of the East China Sea (ECS) and two field observation 

sites in the megacity of Shanghai using one-hour time-resolved water-soluble ion 

chromatography from June 3rd to June 27th, 2017. Three main secondary inorganic 

soluble ions in the atmosphere of the ECS, i.e., non-sea-salt sulfate (nss-SO42-), 

NO3- and NH4+, were 8.87, 4.94 and 4.65 μg·m-3 , respectively. While their values 

at the Pudong (PD) station in urban Shanghai were 6.33, 9.47 and 4.74 μg·m-3 and at 

the Dianshanhu (DSH) station in suburban Shanghai were 7.33, 10.01 and 6.78 μg·m-

3, respectively. Nss-SO42- was dominant in the PM2.5 in the atmosphere of the ECS 

(nss-SO42-/NO3- =1.8), and mainly distributed near the Zhoushan Islands of the ECS. 

This indicated significant contributions from ship emissions. Based on the 

Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) model, two main sources of nss-SO42- 

were identified: emissions and horizontal transport. These comprised over 90% of the 

nss-SO42-. The influence of ship emissions reached up to 31.6% of the total nss-

SO42- alongside the cruise ship and near coastal parking ports in the Yangtze River 

Delta (YRD) area, suggesting that more attention should be paid to ship emissions. 

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021JD035139
 

Comparison of the influence of two types of cold surge on haze dispersion in 

eastern China
 

摘要：Cold surge (CS) is considered a favorable weather process to improve 

air quality and is widely recognized. However, there is no detailed study on the 

differences in the dispersion ability of different types of CSs in relation to haze days 

in eastern China (HDEC). This paper uses the hierarchical clustering algorithm to 

classify the cool-season (November to February of the following year) CSs across 

eastern China into blocking CSs andwave-train CSs and compares their influences on 

the number of HDEC from1980 to 2017. Results show that the wave-train CSs can 

significantly improvethe visibility in eastern China and generally improve air quality 

for about2?d longer than the blocking CSs, which indicates that the blocking CSshave 

a weaker ability to dissipate HDEC compared with the wave-trainCSs. The CSs affect 

the HDEC by changing meteorological elements likethermal inversion potential, 

horizontal surface wind, sea level pressure(SLP), and surface air temperature (SAT). A 

period of 4?d after the outbreak of CSs, thevariations of thermal inversion potential 

and horizontal surface wind of twotypes of CSs tend to be consistent. However, the 

negative SAT anomalies andthe positive SLP anomalies caused by the blocking CSs 

lasted shorter thanthose caused by the wave-train CSs, forming favorable conditions 

for therapid growth of HDEC. Furthermore, results show that in recent 

years,especially after the 1990s, the frequency of wave-train CSs has 

decreasedsignificantly, while the frequency of blocking CSs has slightly 

increased,indicating that the overall ability of CSs to dissipate HDEC hasweakened in 

general. This work may provide reference for the futureformulation of haze control 

policies in East Asia.
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Spaceborne differential absorption radar water vapor retrieval capabilities in 

tropical and subtropical boundary layer cloud regimes
 

摘要：Differential absorption radar (DAR) near the 183?GHz water vapor 

absorption line is an emerging measurement technique for humidity profiling inside of 

clouds and precipitation with high vertical resolution, as well as for measuring 

integrated water vapor (IWV) in clear-air regions. For radar transmit frequencies on 

the water line flank away from the highly attenuating line center, the DAR system 
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becomes most sensitive to water vapor in the planetary boundary layer (PBL), which 

is a region of the atmosphere that is poorly resolved in the vertical by existing 

spaceborne humidity and temperature profiling instruments. In this work, we present a 

high-fidelity, end-to-end simulation framework for notional spaceborne DAR 

instruments that feature realistically achievable radar performance metrics and apply 

this simulator to assess DAR's PBL humidity observation capabilities. Both the 

assumed instrument parameters and radar retrieval algorithm leverage recent 

technology and algorithm development for an existing airborne DAR instrument. To 

showcase the capabilities of DAR for humidity observations in a variety of relevant 

PBL settings, we implement the instrument simulator in the context of large eddy 

simulations (LESs) of five different cloud regimes throughout the trade-wind 

subtropical-to-tropical cloud transition. Three distinct DAR humidity observations are 

investigated: IWV between the top of the atmosphere and the first detected cloud bin 

or Earth's surface; in-cloud water vapor profiles with 200 meter vertical resolution; 

and IWV between the last detected cloud bin and the Earth's surface, which can 

provide a precise measurement of the sub-cloud humidity. We provide a thorough 

assessment of the systematic and random errors for all three measurement products 

for each LES case and analyze the humidity precision scaling with along-track 

measurement integration. While retrieval performance depends greatly on the specific 

cloud regime, we find generally that for a radar with cross-track scanning capability, 

in-cloud profiles with 200?m vertical resolution and 10?%–20?% uncertainty can be 

retrieved for horizontal integration distances of 100–200?km. Furthermore, column 

IWV can be retrieved with 10?% uncertainty for 10–20?km of horizontal integration. 

Finally, we provide some example science applications of the simulated DAR 

observations, including estimating near-surface relative humidity using the cloud-to-

surface column IWV and inferring in-cloud temperature profiles from the DAR water 

vapor profiles by assuming a fully saturated environment.
 

来源：AMT
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https://amt.copernicus.org/articles/14/6443/2021/
 

Reduced volatility of aerosols from surface emissions to the top of the planetary 

boundary layer
 

摘要：Aerosols from surface emission can be transported upwards through 

convective mixing in the planetary boundary layer (PBL), which subsequently interact 

with clouds, serving as important sources to nucleate droplets or ice particles. 
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However, the evolution of aerosol composition during this vertical transport has yet to 

be explicitly understood. In this study, simultaneous measurements of detailed aerosol 

compositions were conducted at two sites, namely urban Beijing (50?m above sea 

level – a.s.l.) and Haituo mountain (1344?m?a.s.l.) during wintertime, representing 

the anthropogenically polluted surface environment and the top of the PBL, 

respectively. The pollutants from surface emissions were observed to reach the 

mountain site on daily basis through daytime PBL convective mixing. From the 

surface to the top of PBL, we found efficient transport or formation of lower-volatility 

species (black carbon, sulfate, and low-volatile organic aerosol, OA); however, a 

notable reduction in semivolatile substances, such as the fractions of nitrate and 

semivolatile OA reduced by 74?% and 76?%, respectively,during the upward transport. 

This implies that the mass loss of thesesemivolatile species was driven by the 

evaporation process, whichrepartitioned the condensed semivolatile substances to the 

gas phase whenaerosols were transported and exposed to a cleaner environment. 

Incombination with the oxidation processes, these led to an enhanced oxidation state 

of OA at the top of the PBL compared to surface environment, with an increase of 

oxygen to carbon atomic ratio by 0.2. Such a reduction in aerosol volatility during 

vertical transport may be important in modifying its viscosity, nucleation activity, and 

atmospheric lifetime.
 

来源：ACP
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Insight into PM2.5 sources by applying positive matrix factorization (PMF) at 

urban and rural sites of Beijing
 

摘要：This study presents the source apportionment of PM2.5 performed by 

positive matrix factorization (PMF) on data presented here which were collected at 

urban (Institute of Atmospheric Physics – IAP) and rural (Pinggu – PG) sites in 

Beijing as part of the Atmospheric Pollution and Human Health in a Chinese megacity 

(APHH-Beijing) field campaigns. Thecampaigns were carried out from 9?November 

to 11?December 2016and from 22?May to 24?June 2017. The PMF analysis included 

both organic and inorganic species, and a seven-factor output provided the most 

reasonable solution for the PM2.5 source apportionment. These factors areinterpreted 

as traffic emissions, biomass burning, road dust, soil dust, coal combustion, oil 

combustion, and secondary inorganics. Major contributorsto PM2.5 mass were 

secondary inorganics (IAP: 22?%; PG: 24?%),biomass burning (IAP: 36?%; PG: 
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30?%), and coal combustion (IAP: 20?%;PG: 21?%) sources during the winter period 

at both sites. Secondaryinorganics (48?%), road dust (20?%), and coal combustion 

(17?%) showed the highest contribution during summer at PG, while PM2.5 

particleswere mainly composed of soil dust (35?%) and secondary inorganics 

(40?%)at IAP. Despite this, factors that were resolved based on metal signatures were 

not fully resolved and indicate a mixing of two or more sources. PMF results were 

also compared with sources resolved from another receptor model(i.e. chemical mass 

balance – CMB) and PMF performed on other measurements (i.e. online and offline 

aerosol mass spectrometry, AMS) and showed good agreement for some but not all 

sources. The biomass burning factor in PMF may contain aged aerosolsas a good 

correlation was observed between biomass burning and oxygenated fractions 

(r2=?0.6–0.7) from AMS. The PMF failed to resolve some sources identified by the 

CMB and AMS and appears to overestimate the dust sources. A comparison with 

earlier PMF source apportionment studies from the Beijing area highlights the very 

divergent findings from application of this method.
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✧城市气象精细预报
 

本监测周期内，文献信息共更新 29 条：
 

Impact of unmitigated HFC emissions on stratospheric ozone at the end of the 

21st century as simulated by chemistry-climate models
 

摘 要 ： Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) have been increasingly replacing 

chlorofluorocarbons and hydrochlorofluorocarbons. Although their direct chemical 

ozone-depleting potential is negligible, as potent greenhouse gases they modify 

atmospheric temperature and circulation patterns, thereby indirectly influencing 

stratospheric ozone recovery. Measurements and model projections must continue to 

evaluate HFC limitation measures and assess the long-term impact of HFCs on the 

atmospheric radiation budget and stratospheric ozone. In this study, we present multi-

member ensemble simulations designed to estimate the impact of HFCs on 

stratospheric temperature, ozone and circulation changes at the end of the century. We 

compared simulations with and without HFCs for two three-dimensional chemistry-

climate models that use the same chemistry module but different physical schemes. At 

low and mid-latitudes, temperature and ozone responses were comparable for both 

models and in general agreement with previous studies. HFCs induced a marked 
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temperature increase up to about 10–20 hPa and vertically alternating positive and 

negative ozone anomalies. We explained this pattern by competing effects of vertical 

motion (low and middle stratosphere) and temperature (upper stratosphere) anomalies. 

At northern high latitudes, there were strong discrepancies with previous studies and 

between the models themselves, attributed to differences in ozone anomalies caused 

by wave activity during winter. Quantitatively, we found a net positive, but small, 

HFC impact on total ozone amounts. Largest anomalies were less than 1% in the 

winter polar stratosphere. Our results indicate that increasing HFC amounts will likely 

have a limited impact on stratospheric ozone recovery within this century, with large 

uncertainty in the polar regions. This article is protected by copyright. All rights 

reserved.
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Impact of the Arctic Observing Systems on the ECCC Global Weather Forecasts
 

摘要：This study examines the impact of the conventional (in situ) and satellite 

observing systems in the Arctic on forecasts in the Northern Hemisphere polar and 

midlatitude regions using the Canadian global forecast system. It is part of an 

international cooperation to understand the role and the relative importance of the 

polar observing systems in numerical prediction systems in order to make 

recommendations for future optimal observing network design in this area. Both 

Observing System Experiment and Forecast Sensitivity to Observation Impact 

methods are used to assess the relative importance of the observing systems north of 

60oN. The experiments are conducted during Winter 2017-2018 and Summer 2018, 

which include the first two Special Observing Periods of the Year of Polar Prediction. 

The impact of supplementary radiosondes launched during these periods is also 

assessed. It is found that the joint impact of all Arctic satellite data on forecasts is two 

to four times larger than the impact of all conventional data in this area. The 

microwave sounders and the radiosonde network have the largest impact among the 

satellite and convention observing systems, respectively. The impact of the 

conventional data is larger than that of microwave sounders in both winter and 

summer seasons. The impact of the supplementary radiosondes on short-range 

forecast in the Arctic is positive, but becomes negligible beyond 24-h forecast lead-

time. The impact of observations in the Arctic on medium-range forecasts in the 

midlatitudes is larger over eastern North America and northern Asia for both seasons 
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examined. This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Modelling extreme precipitation over the Dinaric Alps: an evaluation of the 

CNRM-ALADIN regional climate model
 

摘要：One of the Mediterranean hotspots for extreme precipitation is the 

coastal-mountainous eastern Adriatic and Dinaric Alps regions, which are often 

affected by heavy precipitation events (HPEs) that can cause severe damage. 

Representing these events at different time scales and projecting their future evolution 

using regional climate models (RCMs) remains a key modelling challenge. This study 

evaluates the impact of model configuration on the representation of extreme daily 

precipitation in an RCM at climatological (1979-2012) and event scales (HPEs). 

Additionally, the impact of the spectral nudging (SN) technique is analysed. We 

compare two CNRM-ALADIN model configurations and perform several sensitivity 

tests on specific parameters within a configuration. All simulations are driven by the 

ERA-Interim reanalysis over the Med-CORDEX domain at a 0.11° horizontal 

resolution. On all examined time scales, model configuration shows a considerable 

impact on the mean and extreme daily precipitation. The new physical 

parameterizations of moist processes show improvement at the climatological 

(precipitation intensity, extreme precipitation and frequency of light precipitation) and 

event (the occurrence, spatial pattern and structure of HPEs) scales. Extreme 

precipitation shows limited sensitivity to specific parameters and is highly dependent 

on HPE. The use of SN improves the temporal variability at climatological scales and 

the location and occurrence of HPEs. We conclude that extreme precipitation 

representation in CNRM-ALADIN is more sensitive to change in the model 

configuration, particularly in the physical parameterizations, than to the application of 

SN. This study shows that the development and advancement of physical 

parameterizations can improve the model representation of extreme precipitation at 

several time scales and can therefore be considered as the means to reduce 

uncertainties in future climate projections.
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The Southern Ocean Radiative Bias, Cloud Compensating Errors and 

Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity in CMIP6 Models
 

摘要：Coupled Model Inter comparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) models are 

analyzed using an established cloud clustering methodology. This enables a 

comparison of cloud representation in models and observations. The simulation of 

stratocumulus clouds over the Southern Ocean is shown to have changed substantially 

from earlier generation models. The CMIP6 models analysed show stratocumulus 

clouds now occur more often in simulations than in International Satellite Cloud 

Climatology Project (ISCCP) observations, but are not bright enough compared to 

Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) data. This is in contrast to 

the “too few, too bright” problem, which has characterized prior model simulations of 

stratocumulus clouds, particularly over the Southern Ocean. The cloud clusters also 

enable the calculation of mean and compensating shortwave cloud radiative effect 

(SW CRE) errors from model data. The compensating errors are shown to be much 

larger than mean errors suggesting the CMIP6 models still have much to improve in 

their cloud representation. A statistically significant negative relationship between the 

mean and compensating errors in SW CRE over the Southern Ocean is identified. 

This relationship is observed elsewhere, but is only significant over the Southern 

Ocean. This implies model tuning efforts are hiding biases in the representation of 

clouds in this region. CMIP6 models have been shown to have a higher equilibrium 

climate sensitivity (ECS) relative to CMIP5 simulations. The link between ECS and 

SW CRE mean and compensating errors is investigated but no evidence of a 

relationship between these variables was found.
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Microphysical Characteristics of the Coexisting Frontal and Warm-Sector Heavy 

Rainfall in South China
 

摘要：Frontal heavy rainfall (FR) and coastal warm-sector heavy rainfall (WR) 

are two typical types of precipitation in South China during the pre-summer rainy 

season. FR and WR are found to be generated by different mechanisms, but their 

differences in microphysical features and relevant possible reasons are not well 

understood. In the present study, dual-polarization observations merged from ten 

radars are utilized to investigate microphysical characteristics of two coexisting 

convective systems producing FR and WR. Overall, the WR has a stronger convection 
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intensity, larger raindrop size, and higher liquid water content than the FR. The larger 

raindrops might be partly attributed to the deeper warm-sector convection evidenced 

by stronger convective updrafts, which could potentially promote mixed-phase 

processes. Raindrops in the WR are still larger even when the WR has a similar 

convection intensity with the FR, which might be explained by the active warm rain 

processes associated with higher low-level humidity and more evident low-level 

rotation in the WR. In addition, the FR was originally developed near the front and 

then vacated from the front into the warm sector, exhibiting an obvious temporal 

evolution in microphysical characteristics. Despite weaker convection intensity, the 

FR away from the front manifests a larger mean raindrop size than the FR near the 

front possibly because of more abundant environmental moisture in the warm sector. 

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Observations and numerical weather forecasts of land-surface and boundary-

layer evolution during an unusually dry spring at a site in central England
 

摘要：Analysis of screen-level and land-surface temperature forecasts are 

known to have long-standing warm nighttime, and cold daytime, temperature biases 

in regional models. During a record-breaking spring and subsequent summer in 2020, 

over 100 radiosondes were launched at the Met Office Cardington site under clear 

skies on ten morning and one evening transitions. We compare observations with 

operational Met Office UKV forecasts and a standalone land surface model (JULES). 

Wind profiles show the UKV nocturnal jet was too high, suggesting too much mixing 

in the modelled boundary layer. The simulated nighttime surface inversion was too 

weak and the profile too cold immediately above the inversion. The radiosondes were 

in addition to comprehensive long-term observations. The evapotranspiration was too 

large on a seasonal timescale for both the UKV and JULES. For spring and summer, 

UKV mean screen temperature errors were -0.2±1.3°C during daytime and 1.3±1.9°C 

at night. The soil temperature diurnal range was too large in both the UKV (by 3.9°C) 

and JULES (2.9°C), suggesting the surface is too highly coupled to the soil in the 

simulations. For the spring experimental days, UKV mean maximum screen 

temperature error was -0.8±0.4°C. The buoyancy-flux crossover times in the morning 

were slightly too early in the UKV (18 min on average) yet much earlier in JULES 

(52 min). Observations show the diagnosed boundary layer lifts too early in the UKV 
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with onset of convection occurring on average 67 min too early. The UKV develops 

summertime boundary layers that are too deep by early afternoon. There was a time 

lag between the observed screen-skin temperature and buoyancy-flux crossovers in 

the morning that was not captured by the simulations. The evening buoyancy-flux 

crossovers in JULES agreed well with the observations, but the UKV crossovers were 

on average 55 min too early.
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The role of background SST changes in the ENSO-driven rainfall variability 

revealed from the atmospheric model experiments in CMIP5/6
 

摘要： The simplified moisture budget for the changes in ENSO rainfall is 

applicative for the atmospheric models.The low-level moisture changes associated 

with the El Ni~o-like SST warming pattern dominate the changes in ENSO rainfall. 

The mean-state SST warming pattern plays a dominant role in the changes in ENSO 

rainfall under global warming. Abstract The tropical Pacific rainfall variability driven 

by El Ni?o–Southern Oscillation (ENSO rainfall) is the crucial bridge across which 

ENSO exerts its influence on global climate. Previous modeling studies have 

documented a robust intensification and eastward shift of ENSO-driven rainfall under 

global warming despite large inter-model biases in ENSO-related sea surface 

temperature variability (ENSO SST), but the formation mechanisms of the robust 

ENSO rainfall changes are not well clarified. Here, we utilized a set of atmospheric 

model experiments—namely, “amip”, forced by observed SST; “amip-p4K”, forced 

by observed SST plus uniform 4-K warming, and “amip-future4K”, forced by 

observed SST plus spatially patterned SST warming, in CMIP5/CMIP6—to 

disentangle the role of the changes in mean-state SST (uniform and spatially patterned 

SST warming) with an unchanged ENSO SST. Relative to the weak ENSO rainfall 

changes in amip-p4K, those in amip-future4K forced by an El Ni?o-like SST warming 

pattern show an increase and eastward shift over the equatorial central–eastern Pacific. 

The results in amip-future4K without ENSO SST changes c
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A nonlocal three-dimensional turbulence parameterization (NLT3D) for 

numerical weather prediction models
 

摘要：With increasing resolution of numerical weather prediction (NWP) 

models classical subgrid scale processes become more and more resolved on the 

model grid. Especially turbulence in the planetary boundary layer (PBL) is vertically 

already partially resolved in contemporary models. For classical local PBL schemes 

resulting up-gradient heat transports cannot be treated correctly.Thus, nonlocal 

turbulence schemes have been developed in the past. As horizontal grid sizes of NWP 

models become smaller than a few kilometers, the large turbulence eddies in the PBL 

will also start to become partially resolved in the horizontal direction. A very flexible 

way to formulate nonlocal turbulent exchange is the transilient matrix method, which 

is used here to develop a new turbulence parameterization. The resulting NLT3D 

scheme applies transilient mixing matrices to subgrid scale transports in all three 

dimensions. We compare results of WRF real case simulations including our scheme, 

a classical local turbulence scheme (MYNN) and an existing nonlocal one-

dimensional scheme (ACM2) with observations from field campaigns over 

homogeneous terrain (CASES-99) and complex terrain (CAPTEX). Over 

homogeneous terrain all three schemes similarly well capture the observed surface 

fluxes and radiosonde profiles, whereas over complex terrain more differences 

become obvious. During a tracer release experiment (CAPTEX) over the Appalachian 

mountain region the mixing and vertical extent of the PBL turns out to be decisive to 

reproduce the observed advection speed of the tracer-marked air mass. Deeper mixing 

not only accelerates surface winds but also enables tracer to travel faster at higher 

altitudes and then mix back to the ground. As results from a version of NLT3D with 

only standard horizontal Smagorinsky diffusion NLT1D) demonstrate, simulating 

three-dimensional turbulence can be beneficial already at horizontal grid sizes of a 

few kilometers. This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Impact of assimilation of SCATSAT-1 data on coupled ocean-atmospheric 

simulations of tropical cyclones over Bay of Bengal
 

摘要：Highlights Assimilation of winds in a coupled model improves the 

representation of initial cyclonic vortex. Positive impact of assimilating SCATSAT 

data is seen in storm induced ocean response and associated air-sea flux exchanges. 
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Assimilation winds produce a significant impact on intensity predictions compared to 

its track. Simulated track improvements found to be significant when SCATSAT 

assimilation is carried out during deep depression stage.?SCATSAT-1 assimilation 

better reproduces observed rainfall variations as compared to its denial experiment. 

Abstract This study examines the impact of assimilation of the surface winds obtained 

from SCAT terometer SATellite-1 (SCATSAT-1) in predicting the tropical cyclones 

over the Bay of Bengal using a coupled ocean-atmospheric model. Three sets of 

numerical experiments are conducted for six cyclones during post-monsoon 

(VARDAH, GAJA, PHETHAI) and pre-monsoon cyclones (MORA, FANI, 

AMPHAN). The first experiment, ‘CONTROL’, is conducted with the Weather 

Research and Forecasting - Ocean Mixed Layer (WRF-OML) model initialized using 

Global Forecasting System analysis and ocean initial conditions obtained from the 

HYbrid Coordinated Ocean Model (HYCOM) model. The second experiment, 

‘PREPBUFR’, is conducted by assimilating the National Center for Environmental 

Prediction (NCEP) prepared BUFR observations with the WRF-OML model and 

three-dimensional variational assimilation method. Further, the SCATSAT experiment 

is conducted as
 

来源：Elsevier
 

发布时间：2021-10-15
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0169809521002891
 

云南一次典型降雹过程的冰雹微物理形成机理数值模拟研究
 

摘要：冰雹形成的微物理机理是人工防雹的重要科学依据，但对我国西南

地区冰雹形成的微物理机理研究很少。利用中国科学院大气物理研究所三维冰

雹分档云模式对云南 2016 年 7 月 11 日一次冰雹云过程进行了数值模拟研究，

揭示了冰雹形成的微物理机理。此次冰雹云生成发展快，强度大，是西南山区

典型夏季冰雹云。数值模拟的降水、降雹和回波强度等物理量与对应的观测量

基本一致。模拟的冰雹云的最大上升气流速度达到 28.7 m s?1。通过对冰雹形

成的微物理过程分析研究表明，雹/霰胚的主要生成来源是通过过冷雨滴的概率

冻结产生的冻滴，占 95%，而冰晶碰冻雨滴产生的雹/霰胚仅占 5%，这与国外

和我国其他地区雹/霰胚产生的来源和冻滴所占比例有明显差别；形成的雹/霰胚

直径多数集中在 0.3 mm 至 3.0 mm 范围，雹/霰胚主要通过对过冷云水的碰并过

程实现增长，直径小于 0.3 mm 的雹/霰胚较难增长；大雨滴冻结成较大直径的

雹胚，可促成短时间内形成冰雹；在雹云发展过程中存在短时的过冷雨水累积

带，但过冷雨水累积带对雹/霰胚的增长贡献不大。关键词:冰雹形成/冰雹分档

模式/过冷雨水累积带/云南
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来源：大气科学
 

发布时间：2021-10-14
 

数据类型：期刊
 

http://www.iapjournals.ac.cn/dqkx/cn/article/doi/10.3878/j.issn.1006-

9895.2104.20152
 

东亚气温前冬与后冬反相的变化特征及可能影响因子
 

摘要：东亚冬季气温除了季节平均外，其显著的季内起伏也对国民生活及

经济活动有着深远影响。本文利用 1959～2018 年台站及再分析资料，使用 S-

EOF（Season-reliant Empirical Orthogonal Function）方法提取东亚冬季气温季内

起伏的主要年际变化模态，其主要模态表现为前冬暖（冷）、后冬冷（暖），即

为前、后冬反相，其方差贡献达到 31.1%。这种前后冬反相的特征并非局地现

象，在北半球大尺度均存在。环流场上它表现为欧亚遥相关型波列（Eurasian 

teleconnection, EU）从前冬 12 月的负位相（正位相）向后冬 2 月正位相（负位

相）的转变，相伴随的是低层西伯利亚高压与阿留申低压的强度在前、后冬转

折，高层副热带急流的变化也与之匹配。分析发现，欧亚遥相关型的季内转向

可能与北大西洋涛动（North Atlantic oscillation, NAO）在前冬 12 月与后冬 2 月

的转向有关，后者通过北大西洋热通量作用进而影响下游 EU 波列的转向。此

外，宽窄厄尔尼诺—南方涛动（El Ni?o–Southern Oscillation, ENSO）事件也有

一定贡献，当厄尔尼诺（El Ni?o）发生时，经向上更宽（窄）的海温异常利于

前冬气温偏高（低）向后冬气温偏低（高）的转向；而当拉尼娜（La Ni?a）事

件发生时，情况与厄尔尼诺年相反。关键词:冬季气温/季内起伏/欧亚遥相关型/

湍流热通量/ENSO 经向宽度来源：大气科学
 

发布时间：2021-10-14
 

数据类型：期刊
 

http://www.iapjournals.ac.cn/dqkx/cn/article/doi/10.3878/j.issn.1006-

9895.2011.20181
 

山西一次降雪云物理特征的飞机观测研究
 

摘要：通过飞机直接进入降雪云进行探测，并配合 MICPAS（气象信息综

合分析处理系统）、雷达和卫星等资料，对 2011 年 11 月 29 日山西一次降雪云

宏、微观结构特征进行分析。研究发现：本次降雪过程的雷达回波以 10～20 

dBZ 大片层状云回波为主，镶嵌了超过 30 dBZ 的块状强回波，雷达径向速度零

线呈较强的“S”型弯曲，出现“牛眼”结构，从低层到高层有较强的风垂直切变。

液态水含量主要位于 3.2 km 以下，最大值为 0.0697 g m?3，N50（粒子直径大

于 50 μm 的冰雪晶数浓度）、N200（粒子直径大于 200 μm 的冰雪晶数浓度）和

冰水含量主要产生于层积混合降雪云的上部，极大值出现在?9.3°C 附近，分别
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为 188.4 L?1、33.5 L?1 和 0.121 g m?3。?14.4°C～?19.7°C 冰晶图像以针状、柱

状和不规则状为主，以冰晶的凝华增长为主。?9.3°C 附近冰雪晶图像以辐枝状、

不规则状为主，辐枝状冰晶的聚并碰撞和折裂繁生可能是造成此处冰雪晶高浓

度的主要原因。利用指数形式能较好地拟合冰雪晶谱分布，谱拟合参数可以用

幂函数 Nos=1.021λ1.684 表示（其中，Nos、λ 分别表示截距和斜率，Nos 越大

表示小粒子数浓度越大，λ 越大表示小粒子数浓度占总粒子数浓度比例越高），

相关系数 R2 为 0.86。3.2 km 以下存在三次逆温，逆温层的出现使云微物理特征

量和拟合参数 Nos 减小，抑制了云内凇附增长和凝华增长，导致本次观测谱拟

合参数 Nos、λ 随温度的变化规律与以往的观测不一致，逆温强度越大抑制作用

越大。关键词:降雪云/冰雪晶图像/形成机制/飞机探测
 

来源：大气科学
 

发布时间：2021-10-14
 

数据类型：期刊
 

http://www.iapjournals.ac.cn/dqkx/cn/article/doi/10.3878/j.issn.1006-

9895.2106.21004
 

Warm-season mesoscale convective systems over eastern China: convection-

permitting climate model simulation and observation
 

摘要：Mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) are important warm-season 

precipitation systems in eastern China. However, our knowledge of their climatology 

and capability in their simulation is still insufficient. This paper examines their 

characteristics over the 2008–2017 warm seasons using convection-permitting climate 

simulations (CPCSs) with a 3-km grid spacing that explicitly resolves MCSs, as well 

as a high-resolution gauge-satellite merged precipitation product. An object-based 

tracking algorithm is applied to identify MCSs. Results indicate that the MCS genesis 

and occurrence are closely related to the progression of the East Asian monsoon and 

are modulated by the underlying topography. On average, about 243 MCSs are 

observed each season and contribute 19% and 47% to total and extreme warm-season 

precipitation. The climatological attributes and variabilities are reasonably reproduced 

in the CPCS. The major model deficiencies are excessive small MCS occurrence and 

overmuch MCS rainfall, consequently overestimating the precipitation contributions, 

whereas observational uncertainties may play a role too. Both the observed and 

simulated MCS precipitation feature a nocturnal or morning maximum and an 

eastward delayed diurnal peak east of the Tibetan Plateau, in contrast to the dominant 

afternoon peak of non-MCS precipitation. The favorable comparison with 

observations demonstrates the capability of CPCSs in simulating MCSs in the Asian 

monsoon climate, and its usefulness in projecting the future changes of MCSs under 
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global warming. The finding that non-MCS precipitation is responsible for the high 

biased afternoon precipitation provides helpful guidance for further model 

improvement.
 

来源：Springer
 

发布时间：2021-10-14
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00382-021-05994-4
 

2016 年秋季中国南方降水异常的环流特征及海温影响
 

摘要：本文利用中国气象台站观测降水、英国 Hadley 中心海温和

NCEP/NCAR 再分析数据集等资料，研究了 2016 年秋季中国南方降水异常偏多

的环流特征及其海温影响。结果表明，2016 年秋季东亚副热带西风急流偏强，

我国南方地区位于急流入口区的右侧，有利于产生上升运动；同时西太平洋副

热带高压强度偏强、面积偏大、位置偏北偏西，对应副高西南侧的东南风将热

带太平洋的暖湿气流向我国南方输送，有利于降水偏多。另外，2016 年秋季登

陆我国的台风异常偏多，频繁活动的台风给我国南方带来了大量降水，也是导

致我国南方降水异常偏多的原因之一。进一步研究表明，2016 年秋季南方降水

异常偏多主要与同期赤道西太平洋和东南太平洋海温异常偏高有关，上述海区

的海温异常通过激发向下游传播的遥相关波列或通过 Gill 响应对东亚环流产生

影响，进而有利于中国南方降水增多。通过 CAM5.3（Community Atmosphere 

Model Version 5.3）一系列的敏感性试验，验证了上述的结果。关键词:中国南

方地区/秋季降水/环流特征/海温异常/数值模拟 

来源：大气科学
 

发布时间：2021-10-14
 

数据类型：期刊
 

http://www.iapjournals.ac.cn/dqkx/cn/article/doi/10.3878/j.issn.1006-

9895.2011.20180
 

结合 Ka 和 X 波段双偏振雷达对北京一次锋面降雪过程雪带的观测分析
 

摘要：本文设计了中国科学院大气物理研究所位于同一观测站内的一部单

发双收 Ka 波段双偏振雷达和一部双发双收 X 波段双偏振雷达高效结合观测的

方法，并首次将 Ka 和 X 波段双偏振雷达结合应用在降雪过程的观测中，对

2019 年 2 月 14 日锋面气旋系统在北京地区降雪过程中雪带的形成、发展、消亡

过程的宏微观结构进行了分析。结果表明，雪带的垂直结构符合以往对层状云

垂直分层的物理认识，类似但不同于雨带由凝结增长层、丛集层、淞附层、融

化层组成的四层结构，雪带只包含由上层“播种”至下层的冰晶形成的凝结增长

层、丛集层和淞附层三层。由于各层水平风速不同，雪带的三层结构并非垂直
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排列。多个雪带不断生成发展维持降雪，直至冰晶凝结生长层变空，云从冰晶

凝结生长层分裂为多层云后各自消散。证明了 Ka 和 X 波段双偏振雷达结合的

必要性和高效性，丰富了对锋面气旋系统雪带的认识，补充了 Ka 波段和 X 波

段雷达对降雪的观测研究。关键词:Ka 和 X 波段双偏振雷达/同步观测/锋面气旋

系统/雪带结构来源：大气科学
 

发布时间：2021-10-14
 

数据类型：期刊
 

http://www.iapjournals.ac.cn/dqkx/cn/article/doi/10.3878/j.issn.1006-

9895.2009.20103
 

ECMWF 驱动场谱逼近对浙江超强台风“利奇马”（2019）精细化数值预报的影

响
 

摘要：为提升高分辨率区域数值天气预报模式性能，基于高质量的

ECMWF 全球预报模式产品和动力谱逼近方法优势，本文以 2019 年重创浙江的

超强台风“利奇马”为例，探讨了 ECMWF 驱动场水平风场谱逼近技术对浙江台

风精细化预报性能的影响。结果表明：（1）谱逼近对路径预报影响较明显，逐

小时路径误差最大修正可达 80 km。谱逼近的垂直层次选取对于谱逼近效果有

一定影响，总体上 800 hPa 高度以上谱逼近对台风路径和强度预报改进最佳。

（2）谱逼近对浙江台风大风和强降水精细化预报均有大幅改进，对于 8 级以上

大风 ETS 评分平均改进率为 8.0%，最大改进率达 20.8%；对最强日降水的暴雨、

大暴雨以上降水 TS 评分改进幅度达 11.8%、26.2%。（3）谱逼近对台风路径西

偏和浙西南风雨高估的改进主要与对流层形势场及台风引导气流修正、近地层

风力减弱、局地山脉地形降水增幅作用减弱有关。关键词:ECMWF/谱逼近/台风

/利奇马/精细化数值预报
 

来源：大气科学
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http://www.iapjournals.ac.cn/dqkx/cn/article/doi/10.3878/j.issn.1006-

9895.2101.20193
 

Surface salinity under transitioning ice cover in the Canada Basin: Climate 

model biases linked to vertical distribution of fresh water
 

摘要：The Canada Basin has exhibited a significant trend toward a fresher 

surface layer and thus a more stratified upper-ocean over the past three decades. State-

of-the-art ice-ocean models, by contrast, tend to simulate a surface layer that is saltier 

and less stratified than observed. Here, we examine decadal changes to seasonal 

processes that may contribute to this wide-reaching model bias using climate model 
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simulations from the Community Earth System Model and below-ice observations 

from the Arctic Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment in 1975 and Ice Tethered Profilers in 

2006-2012. In contrast to the observations, the models simulate salinity profiles that 

show relatively little variation between 1975 and 2012. We demonstrate that this bias 

can be mainly attributed to unrealistically deep vertical mixing in the model, creating 

a surface layer that is saltier than observed. The results provide insight for climate 

model improvement with broad implications for Arctic sea ice and ecosystem 

dynamics.
 

来源：JGR 期刊
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数据类型：期刊
 

https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021GL094739
 

Convection-permitting regional climate simulations over Tibetan Plateau: re-

initialization versus spectral nudging
 

摘要：Two regional climate simulation experiments (spectral nudging and re-

initialization) at convection-permitting scale are conducted using the WRF model 

driven by the 4th generation Global Reanalysis data (ERA5) from European Centre 

for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts over the Tibetan Plateau (TP). The surface air 

temperature (T2m) and the precipitation in summer during 2016–2018 are evaluated 

against the in-situ station observations and the Global Satellite Mapping of 

Precipitation (GSMaP) dataset. The results show that both experiments as well as 

ERA5 can successfully capture the spatial distribution and the daily variation of T2m 

and precipitation, with reasonable cold bias for temperature and dry bias for 

precipitation when compared with the station observations. In addition, the diurnal 

cycle of precipitation is investigated, indicating that both experiments tend to simulate 

the afternoon precipitation peak in advance and postpone the night precipitation peak. 

The precipitation bias is reduced by using the spectral nudging technique, especially 

at night and early morning. Both WRF experiments outperform ERA5 in reproducing 

the diurnal cycle of precipitation amount. Possible causes for the differences between 

the two experiments are also analyzed. In the re-initialization experiment, the daytime 

net shortwave radiation contributes a lot to the cold biases of Tmax, and the stronger 

vertically integrated moisture flux convergence leads to more precipitation compared 

with the spectral nudging experiment over the central and southeastern TP. These 

results can provide valuable guidance for further fine-scale simulation studies over the 

TP.
 

来源：Springer
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发布时间：2021-10-09
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00382-021-05988-2
 

Evaluation of convective parameters derived from pressure level and native 

ERA5 data and different resolution WRF climate simulations over Central 

Europe
 

摘要： The mean climatological distribution of convective environmental 

parameters from the ERA5 reanalysis and WRF regional climate simulations is 

evaluated using radiosonde observations. The investigation area covers parts of 

Central and Eastern Europe. Severe weather proxies are calculated from daily 1200 

UTC sounding measurements and collocated ERA5 and WRF pseudo-profiles in the 

1985–2010 period. The pressure level and the native ERA5 reanalysis, and two WRF 

runs with grid spacings of 50 and 10?km are verified. ERA5 represents convective 

parameters remarkably well with correlation coefficients higher than 0.9 for multiple 

variables and mean errors close to zero for precipitable water and mid-tropospheric 

lapse rate. Monthly mean mixed-layer CAPE biases are reduced in the full hybrid-

sigma ERA5 dataset by 20–30?J/kg compared to its pressure level version. The WRF 

model can reproduce the annual cycle of thunderstorm predictors but with 

considerably lower correlations and higher errors than ERA5. Surface elevation 

differences between the stations and the corresponding grid points in the 50-km WRF 

run lead to biases and false error compensations in the convective indices. The 10-km 

grid spacing is sufficient to avoid such discrepancies. The evaluation of convection-

related parameters contributes to a better understanding of regional climate model 

behavior. For example, a strong suppression of convective activity might explain 

precipitation underestimation in summer. A decreasing correlation of WRF-derived 

wind shear away from the western domain boundaries indicates a deterioration of the 

large-scale circulation as the constraining effect of the driving reanalysis weakens.
 

来源：Springer
 

发布时间：2021-10-08
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00382-021-05979-3
 

Compound parameterization to improve the accuracy of radiation emulator in a 

numerical weather prediction model
 

摘要：To improve the numerical weather prediction model over Korea using a 

neural network (NN) radiation emulator, two types of compound parameterization 

(CP) were developed. Although the CP returning to the original parameterization 
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causes a considerable increase in the computational time, this increase can be 

compensated by the infrequent use of the radiation scheme, thus maintaining the 60-

fold speedup of the radiation process with the NN emulator. The first CP is based on 

the prediction of the heating rate error using the additional NN for all given input 

variables. In contrast, the second CP uses the cloud fraction to diagnose the 

uncertainty of the NN emulator. As a result of model simulations for independent 

cases, including extreme flood events, the first CP was the most effective for passive 

use, whereas the second was useful in active use and exhibited the lowest error. Thus, 

these CP methods can help improve weather forecasting.
 

来源：JGR 期刊
 

发布时间：2021-10-07
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https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021GL095043
 

Surface deposition of marine fog and its treatment in the Weather Research and 

Forecasting (WRF) model
 

摘要：There have been many studies of marine fog, some using Weather 

Research and Forecasting (WRF) and other models. Several model studies report over 

predictions of near-surface liquid water content (Qc), leading to visibility estimates 

that are too low. This study has found the same. One possible cause of this 

overestimation could be the treatment of a surface deposition rate of fog droplets at 

the underlying water surface. Most models, including the Advanced Research Weather 

Research and Forecasting (WRF-ARW) Model, available from the National Center 

for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), take account of gravitational settling of cloud 

droplets throughout the domain and at the surface. However, there should be an 

additional deposition as turbulence causes fog droplets to collide and coalesce with 

the water surface. A water surface, or any wet surface, can then be an effective sink 

for fog water droplets. This process can be parameterized as an additional deposition 

velocity with a model that could be based on a roughness length for water droplets, 

z0c, that may be significantly larger than the roughness length for water vapour, z0q. 

This can be implemented in WRF either as a variant of the Katata scheme for 

deposition to vegetation or via direct modifications in boundary-layer modules.
 

来源：ACP
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Robust evaluation of ENSO in climate models: How many ensemble members 

are needed?
 

摘要：Large ensembles of model simulations require considerable resources, 

and thus defining an appropriate ensemble size for a particular application is an 

important experimental design criterion. We estimate the ensemble size (N) needed to 

assess a model's ability to capture observed El Ni?o-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) 

behavior by utilizing the recently developed International CLIVAR ENSO Metrics 

Package (Planton etal., 2021). Using the larger ensembles available from CMIP6 and 

the US CLIVAR Large Ensemble Working Group, we find that larger ensembles are 

needed to robustly capture baseline ENSO characteristics (N 50) and physical 

processes (N 50) than the background climatology (N ≥ 12) and remote ENSO 

teleconnections (N ≥ 6). While these results vary somewhat across metrics and models, 

our study quantifies how larger ensembles are required to robustly evaluate simulated 

ENSO behavior, thereby providing some guidance for the design of model ensembles.
 

来源：JGR 期刊
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https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021GL095041
 

Combining distribution-based neural networks to predict weather forecast 

probabilities
 

摘要：The success of deep learning techniques over the last decades has 

opened up a new avenue of research for weather forecasting. Here, we take the novel 

approach of using a neural network to predict full probability density functions at 

each point in space and time rather than a single output value, thus producing a 

probabilistic weather forecast. This enables the calculation of both uncertainty and 

skill metrics for the neural network predictions, and overcomes the common difficulty 

of inferring uncertainty from these predictions. This approach is data-driven and the 

neural network is trained on the WeatherBench dataset (processed ERA5 data) to 

forecast geopotential and temperature 3 and 5?days ahead. Data exploration leads to 

the identification of the most important input variables. In order to increase 

computational efficiency, several neural networks are trained on small subsets of these 

variables. The outputs are then combined through a stacked neural network, the first 

time such a technique has been applied to weather data. Our approach is found to be 

more accurate than some coarse numerical weather prediction models and as accurate 

as more complex alternative neural networks, with the added benefit of providing key 

probabilistic information necessary for making informed weather forecasts. This 
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article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
 

来源：QJ
 

发布时间：2021-10-03
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://rmets.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/qj.4180
 

The Influence of Ocean Coupling on Simulated and Projected Tropical Cyclone 

Precipitation in the HighResMIP–PRIMAVERA Simulations
 

摘要：This study aims to quantify the impacts of ocean coupling on simulated 

and projected tropical cyclone (TC) precipitation globally. We used global climate 

model (GCM) simulations over 1950–2050 from the High Resolution Model 

Intercomparison Project (HighResMIP) and compared its fully coupled atmosphere–

ocean GCMs (AOGCMs) with atmosphere-only GCMs (AGCMs). We find that ocean 

coupling generally leads to decreased TC precipitation over ocean and land. Large-

scale sea surface temperature (SST) biases are critical drivers of the precipitation 

difference, with secondary contributions from local TC–ocean feedbacks via SST cold 

wakes. The two driving factors, attributed to ocean coupling in the AOGCMs, 

influence TC precipitation in association with decreased TC intensity and specific 

humidity. The AOGCMs and AGCMs consistently project TC precipitation increases 

in 2015–2050 relative to 1950–2014 over ocean for all basins, and for landfalling TCs 

in the North Atlantic and western North Pacific.
 

来源：JGR 期刊
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https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021GL094801
 

✧城市气候与生态
 

本监测周期内，文献信息共更新 5 条：
 

How will base flow respond to climate change in the Upper Colorado River Basin?
 

摘要：Baseflow is critical to sustaining stream flow in the Upper Colorado 

River Basin. Therefore, effective water resources management requires estimates of 

baseflow response to climatic changes. This study provides the first estimates of 

projected baseflow changes from historical (1984 – 2012) to thirty-year periods 

centered around 2030, 2050, and 2080 under warm/wet, median, and hot/dry climatic 

conditions using a hybrid statistical-deterministic baseflow model. Total baseflow 

supplied to the Lower Colorado River Basin may decline by up to 33%, although this 

value may increase in the near future by 6% under warm/wet conditions. The 

percentage of baseflow lost during in-stream transport is projected to increase by 1 - 5% 
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relative to historical conditions. Results highlight that climate driven changes in high 

elevation hydrology have impacts on basin-wide water availability. Study results have 

implications for human and ecological water availability in one of the most heavily 

managed watersheds in the world.
 

来源：JGR 期刊
 

发布时间：2021-10-25
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https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021GL095085
 

Plausible changes in wheat growing periods and grain yield in China triggered 

by future climate change under multiple scenarios and periods
 

摘要：Wheat is one of the most common and productive crops in the world, 

and the growth and production of wheat are sensitive to climate change. Climate 

change affects wheat phenology by influencing sowing/maturity dates and the 

duration of growing stages, and ultimately affects wheat grain yield. Reliable 

prediction of changes in wheat yield is significant for maintaining global food security. 

However, studies addressing the potential impact of crop phenology changes on grain 

yield are rarely reported, which is a big challenge. Using the CERES-Wheat model 

and first-order differential equation models, we quantified the impact of future climate 

change on wheat phenology and grain yield for two periods (P1: 2011–2040; P2: 

2041–2070) under three representative concentration pathways (RCP2.6, RCP4.5, 

RCP8.5) in China’s two main wheat-growing areas (Northwest Spring Wheat-

Growing Area (NWSWA) and Huang–Huai–Hai Winter Wheat-Growing Area 

(HHWWA); the base period was 1981–2010. Accumulated thermal time during the 

whole growing period (WGP) tends to significantly increase in NWSWA and 

HHWWA under all RCPs and periods. This rising accumulated thermal time will 

reduce the time to anthesis and maturity and shorten the vegetative growing period 

(VGP), reproductive growing period (RGP), and the WGP. In P2, spring wheat grain 

yield is projected to diminish by a regional average of 2.67% for RCP2.6, 4.07% for 

RCP4.5, and 5.66% for RCP8.5, which is dominated by the lower accumulated solar 

radiation during the VGP in NWSWA. Additionally, for the spring wheat grain yield 

in HHWWA in P2, its grain yield reduction is projected to decline by 4.8% (RCP2.6), 

7.9% (RCP4.5), and 9.8% (RCP8.5), which is caused by increasing accumulated 

thermal time in the VGP. These results suggest that breeding high-temperature-

tolerant varieties with high calorie requirements is an adaptive strategy to mitigate the 

negative impact of climate change on wheat yield in the study areas.
 

来源：QJ
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发布时间：2021-10-23
 

数据类型：期刊
 

https://rmets.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/qj.4184
 

Probabilistic Assessment of Extreme Heat Stress on Indian Wheat Yields under 

Climate Change
 

摘要：The wheat belt along the Indo-Gangetic Plains (IGP) in India is an 

emergent hotspot of climate change-driven crop loss threatening local food security. 

Using statistical Generalized Linear Models (GLMs), observed temperature and wheat 

production data, we show an increase in magnitude, frequency and areal extent of heat 

stress episodes in the IGP region during 1967-2018. Such episodes comprise of 

temperatures exceeding a senescence-inducing threshold. Further, using a copula-

based multivariate framework, we probabilistically assess wheat production 

conditioned on heat stress indicators, both in the historical period and also in the 

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6) future projections. Probabilistic 

estimates of below-average wheat production under scenario-averaged heat stress 

conditions are expected to rise by 8-27% under the SSP5-8.5 scenario, with Punjab 

showing the largest increase. Quantitative links between heat stress indicators and loss 

of crop yield highlight increased agricultural vulnerability in India under climate 

change.
 

来源：JGR 期刊
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https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021GL094702
 

Late Holocene climate changes in the Altai Region based on a first high-

resolution biomarker isotope record from Lake Khar Nuur
 

摘要：The Late Holocene marks a substantial cultural and economic transition 

in the eastern Eurasian Steppe and Altai Region with the dispersal of nomadic 

pastoralism. So far, paleoclimate conditions during this time remain unclear and 

controversial. Here we present a high-resolution 4.2 ka paleoclimate record from Lake 

Khar Nuur in the Mongolian Altai that is based on lake sediment proxies and 

biomarker compound-specific δ2H analyses. Our results document increased aridity 

before ～3.7 cal. ka BP, followed by two pronounced phases of warm and wet 

conditions from ～3.5 to 2.8 and ～2.3 to 1.5 cal. ka BP, and a strong increase in 

aridity since ～1.5 cal. ka BP. Phases of warmer and wetter conditions coincide with a 

negative North Atlantic Oscillation, which has been responsible for advecting 

moisture into the region by more southerly-displaced Westerlies and possibly favored 
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the expansion of mobile nomadic pastoralism in the region.
 

来源：JGR 期刊
 

发布时间：2021-10-11
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https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021GL094299
 

Evaluating the impact of climate change on extreme temperature and 

precipitation events over the Kashmir Himalaya
 

摘要：The frequency and severity of climatic extremes is expected to escalate 

in the future primarily because of the increasing greenhouse gas concentrations in the 

atmosphere. This study aims to assess the impact of climate change on the extreme 

temperature and precipitation scenarios using climate indices in the Kashmir 

Himalaya. The analysis has been carried out for the twenty-first century under 

different representative concentration pathways (RCPs) through the Statistical 

Downscaling Model (SDSM) and ClimPACT2. The simulation reveals that the 

climate in the region will get progressively warmer in the future by increments of 

0.36–1.48?°C and 0.65–1.07?°C in mean maximum and minimum temperatures 

respectively, during 2080s (2071–2100) relative to 1980–2010 under RCP8.5. The 

annual precipitation is likely to decrease by a maximum of 2.09–6.61% (2080s) under 

RCP8.5. The seasonal distribution of precipitation is expected to alter significantly 

with winter, spring, and summer seasons marking reductions of 9%, 5.7%, and 1.7%, 

respectively during 2080s under RCP8.5. The results of extreme climate evaluation 

show significant increasing trends for warm temperature-based indices and decreasing 

trends for cold temperature-based indices. Precipitation indices on the other hand 

show weaker and spatially incoherent trends with a general tendency towards dry 

regimes. The projected scenarios of extreme climate indices may result in large-scale 

adverse impacts on the environment and ecological resource base of the Kashmir 

Himalaya.
 

来源：Springer
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00382-021-05984-6
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